
Reading & Writing 
Reviews in a Climate of 

Book Challenges
From Booklist editors and the Office for Intellectual Freedom
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What is the connection?
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REVIEWS
A professional reviewer uses 
subject expertise and careful 
writing to be as informative as 
possible.

SELECTION
Library selectors use reviews 

to determine what to purchase 
and where to place items in a 

collection.

Staff and Boards can use a  
review to justify selection and 
placement decisions.
DEFENSE

Elements like age 
recommendation and 
buzzwords may be used out of 
context.

CHALLENGES



Professional

● Booklist, School/Library 
Journal, Kirkus, etc.*

● Written by reviewers who 
have undergone training

● Written for library guidance
● Are edited

Professional v. Personal Reviews
Personal

● Goodreads, Amazon, blogs
● Written by fans, avid readers, 

or professionals
● Written for a variety of 

reasons
● May or may not be edited
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Guidelines for writing reviews
● Know the field
● Know yourself
● Communicate your points clearly and directly
● Consider how your audience will interpret your 

writing
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Instead of “appropriate for young readers”

“Kids learning to read independently will be well-served by the 
large font, wide margins, and comical spot illustrations”

Instead of “diverse characters”

“The cast includes an inclusive variety of perspectives, abilities, 
ethnicities, and cultural backgrounds, reflective of the community at the 
time”

Tip #1: Push past generalities
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Tip #2: Describe without moral judgement
Instead of “a spicy romance, not for young teens”

“Their relationship becomes sexual, and the two discuss both 
consent and safer sex practices.” or “Their relationship includes some 
sexual encounters that are described briefly in frank terms.”

Instead of “often makes poor choices”

“She experiments with drugs and theft to support her growing 
habit.”
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Instead of… Consider…

mature For readers seeking a deep understanding

sophisticated Uses complex and lyrical language

difficult Characters experience [abandonment/drug use]

problematic Includes [sexist/racist/ableist] tropes 

Tip #3: Clarity over coded language

Ask, “is this the easiest, or the most useful word?” Opt for most useful whenever you can.
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Resources
Publisher websites (for age range suggestions)
The Conscious Style Guide: https://consciousstyleguide.com/
We Need Diverse Books: https://diversebooks.org/resources/  
The Diversity Style Guide: https://www.diversitystyleguide.com/ 
The Disability Language Style Guide: https://ncdj.org/style-guide/ 
The Diversity Style Guide for Journalists: 
https://www.theopennotebook.com/diversity-style-guides-for-journalists/  

Report Challenges and Get Support: 
https://www.ala.org/tools/challengesupport

https://consciousstyleguide.com/
https://diversebooks.org/resources/
https://www.diversitystyleguide.com/
https://ncdj.org/style-guide/
https://www.theopennotebook.com/diversity-style-guides-for-journalists/
https://www.ala.org/tools/challengesupport
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Shop Talk Presenters:

Office for Intellectual Freedom
Kristin Pekoll, Assistant Director, kpekoll@ala.org

Booklist
Susan Maguire, Senior Editor, Collection Management and Library Outreach, smaguire@ala.org
Sarah Hunter, Editor, Books for Youth and Graphic Novels, shunter@ala.org
Heather Booth, Audio Editor, hbooth@ala.org 
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